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There are many applications that could bene�t from an easily accessible source

of monochromatic, high brightness, polarized gammas and neutrons. A compact

and comparatively inexpensive system is discussed based on a low-energy, electron

storage ring with undulators that is expected to provide 1011 epithermal n/s and

1015 /s. This method could provide a more eÆcient, cleaner way to produce

epithermal neutrons than conventional means. Technical innovations that make it

feasible are described together with some fundamental and practical applications

that also take advantage of developments in the �eld of high power lasers.

1 Introduction

Since Chadwick's discovery of the neutron (1932) and Szilard's patent on means

for production (1935), there have been surprisingly few practical applications

beyond their somewhat problematic use to produce power. For example, a

presumably valid application was proposed within three months of Szilard's

patent for what is now called Neutron Capture Therapy (NCT) that is still in

the research stage.1 Similarly, although research reactors have been around for

some 50 years, they have been likened to a `pig hunting for tru�es'.

The system proposed here consists of a low energy storage ring with at least

one undulator based oscillator. If the cavity length is any harmonic of the ring

circumference (LC=�LRn=nB with nB the number of bunches), higher-energy,

secondary photons from Compton backscattering may be signi�cant. Then,

besides synchrotron radiation and undulator photons, there are also frequency

upshifted Compton photons and photoneutrons from Be or D targets. While

the primary electron energy depends on the application, higher energies are

more versatile and technically much simpler but more expensive.

Practical applications for photons, well matched to 100 MeV electrons,

include commercial, medical, materials and nuclear science applications based

on photon energies up to 2-3 MeV { especially microlithography at 100-150

nm wavelengths and lower. Practical uses for neutrons include the real-time

production of radioactive nuclides and other uses where there is no direct

production of radioactivity e.g. the treatment of malignant and essentially

inoperable brain tumors using NCT e.g. BNCT based on 10B(n,�)Li7.

aWork supported by the US Department of Energy, Contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
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Fundamental applications include studies of the QCD vacuum, neutron

condensates and experiments2 related to Grand Uni�cation and cosmologic

matter-antimatter asymmetries. Measurements of the neutron electric dipole

moment using high power lasers or the neutron oscillation period �n�n (n!�n!n)
in a baryon number violating process (�B=2) or lepton violating processes

(�L=2) such as nn!ppe�e� are closely related and intriguing examples. These

types of experiments require new tools and experimental knobs to control

brightness, polarization, energy and time structure of the beams when null

results are possible or expected to achieve quanti�able results.

2 The System

Figure 1 shows the key elements of a system that was developed in 19953 that

is compact and comparatively inexpensive e.g. one that appears practical for

university environments. The main element is an electron storage ring based on

a practical, third-order, achromatic lattice. For 100 MeV electrons, an 8 mm

wavelength undulator produces 11 eV polarized UV photons. These photons

can be stored with high eÆciency in a multimode oscillator cavity formed

of multilayer Al, Mg (or Li) mirrors.4 This cavity can be tuned to provide a

Compton endpoint energy of 1.7 MeV. When incident on a Be conversion target

these photons make epithermal neutrons strongly peaked near 25 keV from the

Be9+!n+Be8(!2�) two-body reaction with negligible induced radioactivity.

Oscillator Cavity

  Dump

11eV
Undulator

 Small Storage Ring
   (3rd Order Achromat)

RF

Be Target

epithermal neutrons

e
-  Injector

Fig. 1: Schematic layout of a compact photon and neutron source.
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3 Considerations on Cost and Machine Con�guration

Let's assume that both the cost and compactness of a ring can be taken as

proportional to its circumference:

C = NBLB +NQLQ +NSLS +NOLO + LDrift + LRF + LUndul: + LInsert:

where NBLB=2��B. If the building costs go as the area, the overall facility

cost will be proportional to C(1+aC=4�) where one expects aC<4�. Ignoring
the `diÆculty' costs to achieve full functionality, we want to minimize C. In the
absence of other constraints, a combined function magnet eliminates most of

the terms in C and a high-�eld superconductor minimizes the major remaining

term 2��B and maximizes the critical synchrotron radiation energy Ec from

�B [cm] � 1

3

Ee[MeV ]

B[T ]
and Ec[keV ] �

2

3
E2
e
[GeV ]B[T ] :

Notice that it isn't especially diÆcult to get 11 eV photons at 100 MeV but

the intensity required for Compton conversion is quite another question.

One obvious problem, especially for a superconducting system, is the space

to accommodate other components such as the RF, injection and undulator

insertions. Another involves getting adequate optics and �eld quality in higher

order and the related question of tunability. Also, as one reduces �B , the
fractional energy spread increases according to 5

�2
E
= cq

2=�J
E

where cq = 3:84 � 10�13 m :

Because the dispersion � for a weak focusing magnet goes as �=(1 � n),
the e�ective transverse spot size actually goes as

p
� if the �eld index n is

held constant. However, because the momentum compaction � is �/� so that
1<�<4, it follows that the increased energy spread gets magni�ed in the bunch
length. Although the beam becomes unstable or antidamped for 0 n!0.75,
none of this is deadly unless the intensity or the monochromatic intensity is

important. The solution is to change the optics by increasing the number of

magnets to allow insertions but using a new type of combined function dipole.

4 Why Not Use a Synchrotron Radiation Source?

While simple, inexpensive, tabletop synchrotron radiation sources would be

useful, especially for dedicated applications, their compactness limits their use

e.g. they can't produce gammas and neutrons (excepting through the possible

use of extremely intense and expensive lasers) in the form or with the intensities

that are required.
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The lowest energy SR source that we found was NIST'sb Synchrotron Ul-

traviolet Radiation Facility II (SURF II) { a 300 MeV, weak-focusing ring

having one superperiod based on the original synchrotron magnet having a

�eld index n = � �

B

dB

dx
= 0:59 and central �eld B=1.2 T. The critical energy of

synchrotron radiation is Ec=71.8 eV. For a beam current of 200 mA over the

at, maximal part of the synchrotron light spectrum (!�5-25 eV) one expects

dNmax(!)

d�dt
�2:5�1016I[A]Ee[GeV ]

Æ!

!

for � in milliradians. The integrated ux around the full SURF ring is then

1017 photons per second per 1% bandwidth or 1:5�1013 photons/s/mr. This is
clearly not enough even if we could use them all.

From the expressions above, the maximum `brightness' doesn't change but

only shifts upwards in photon energy with increasing �eld B for constant energy

Ee and current I. However, at a LEP energy of 50 GeV and 20 mA, we get

Ec�1.7B[T] MeV i.e. the secondary photons we need at 10 kG but only 2:5�1014
photons/s/mr for 1 % bandwidth. This possibility as well as that of using one

or more wiggler insertions to enhance the intensity was considered in 1980.6

Thus, it is clear that we can't get the primary photon ux in the bandwidth

we need without at least an undulator insertion and high Q oscillator cavity.

Besides allowing such insertions, other advantages of a small storage ring,

aside from power usage, duty factor and natural emittance, compared to linacs,

synchrotrons or recirculators is the radiation levels that are only high during

injection. Thus, minimal shielding is required if humans are excluded during

injection because there is comparably little charge involved to obtain high

currents. Not only does each beam particle get used many times, it is used

eÆciently by using undulators matched to the speci�c application and the

primary electron energy. We were unable to �nd any current system in the 50-

200 MeV energy range that is considered reasonable for cost and compactness.

5 The Ring Lattice

Our �rst candidate lattice3 superperiod is shown in Fig. 2. It has one family of

C-dipoles, two quad, two sextupole and four octupole families { all with modest

strengths. While longer than SURF, it has two long and fourteen short (0.8

m) insertions that account for most of the increased length. It is a practical,

highly achromatic lattice that has comparably few multipole families. This

implies that it can be operated as an FEL with signi�cant gain enhancement

depending on the dynamic aperture and damping that can be achieved.

bThe characteristics given here were derived from information obtained from nist.gov.
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Given a lattice, one can calculate the usual synchrotron radiation integrals

that determine the unperturbed, equilibrium5 damping times and emittances:

�x �
1

2�

cq
2

�2Jx

I
D

(�x�x
02 + 2�x�x�x

0 + x�
2
x)ds =

1

2�

J�

�Jx
�2�

I
D

Hds

where �x=-�x
0/2 and x=(1+�

2
x
)=�x and the other machine functions are given

in Fig. 2. Using these for 100 MeV electrons gives:

�x;y � 0:234
E2e [GeV ]

�2

I
D

Hds [�m] = 0:057�m

because the damping partitions are Jx;y;�=1.005,1,1.995. This emittance is

acceptable compared to �/4 of the UV radiation and for single-turn injection.

It can be improved by reducing � and � from their peak values in the lattice.

Fig. 2: Machine functions and magnetic components for one superperiod.
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With �x=�y=0.057 � for the electron beam and �x=�y=1.5 m from Fig. 2

at the insertion waist where �x=�y=0 gives equilibrium RMS parameters:

�x;y = 0:057 �m; �x;y = 1:5 m ) �x;y = 0.29 mm, �x0;y0= 0.20 mrad

in the undulator. By design, these angles are less than the characteristic 1/
divergence of the radiation to preserve Compton energy-angle correlations.

While not maximized for a minimal spot, they do not lead to any signi�cant

increase in the natural (SR) emittance when there is fast damping.

6 Other RF and Lattice Constraints

We want a small synchrotron tune �s and a large R56 from the Compton source

to the RF cavities to restore the large energy loss so that the producing electron

in the secondary process is not lost before it damps enough to make another

photoneutron. If EC is the secondary Compton photon energy, we have:

R56(s1!s2) =

Z
s2

s1

�x(s)

�(s)
ds� �z

ÆC
when s1 = zundul; s2 = zRF ; ÆC = EC=Ee :

This is equivalent to the momentum compaction � when the integral is taken

around the ring. We note that R56 is cumulative around the superperiod, being

a maximum at the end but for high gain FEL action we want �ÆEe=Ee � �=�cT
where � is the FEL wavelength and T is the ring period.

A value for �s=0.1 implies one can replace as much of the lost energy as

VRF and R56 allow for a given RF frequency:

ÆEe = eVRF sin(2�R56EC=Ee�RF) :
For R56=-2.83 cm=% and VRF=2 MV we see that 1.37 MeV is regained or

about 80 % of the energy is restored on the �rst pass through the RF when we

use a frequency of f=750 MHz (�RF=40 cm). It also implies several orders of
magnitude gain is possible for the primary photon intensity in FEL mode.

ÆEe varies nearly linearly with R56, EC=Ee, fRF and VRF which gives at least

three alternatives { all with di�erent cost implications. One can increase VRF,

R56 or f by themselves or in combination. Increasing f decreases single bunch

instabilities by allowing lower bunch charges but decreases bunch length and

potentially the bunch lifetime via intrabeam scattering. However, turbulent

bunch lengthening sets in at currents on the order of a few milliamps=bunch if

not counteracted7 by FEL bunching. The natural bunch length is �l�1 mm or

so - depending on VRF and the tune is �s�0.1.
Beyond the incoherent energy loss from SR, the losses from resistive wall

(Cu or glidcop) and parasitic modes are typically only 45 eV=turn giving a

combined total of <250 eV=turn=particle. With a current of 1 A, this implies

an average power of only 0.25 kW, ignoring any RF ineÆciencies, primary

(coherent) FEL or secondary Compton damping (dominant at 26 keV/turn).
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7 The Primary Photon Energy E1 and Intensity

We will use a planar helical undulator to produce polarized UV photons to

produce Compton photons having an endpoint energy Emax
2 �EC=1.7 MeV.

These, in turn, can be used to produce epithermal neutrons having kinetic

energies peaked near 25 keV. This is a good range for BNCT on inoperable

brain tumors but can be decreased or moderated. The primary photon energy

from the undulator is:

E1(�) =
22

(1 + 2�2 + 1
2
K2)

(
hc

�u
)

where � is the radiation angle in the plane of the undulation. This relation for

the angular dependence is valid for �x0=�y0�1=. The peak energy is

Emax

1 [eV ] =
22

(1 + 1
2
K2)

(
hc

�u
) =

949:6

(1 + 1
2
K2)

E2
e
[GeV ]

�u[cm]

and the photon ux at the peak energy is

dNmax(Emax
1 )

dt
�1:4�1017 NuK

2I[A]

(1 + 1
2
K2)

Æ!

!

where Nu is the number of periods and Bu, �u and K are related in the usual

energy independent way:

K = eBu=mcku = 0:934Bu[T]�u[cm] :

K de�nes the maximum angle (K/) between the electron's velocity in the

undulator and the longitudinal axis whenever the rms beam divergence is much

smaller. As noted above, this will always be the case because Nmax!0 as K2.

With B2
u
=B2x + B2y in this de�nition of K, the expressions for E1 and _N

apply for both helical and planar undulator types in lowest order and for small

enough K when we also make the replacement K2=K2
x + K2

y . At 100 MeV,

this implies that Bp=7.17 and Bh=5.07 kG for the same ux of photons. Both

types of undulators appear feasable with these particular �elds.

Using Nu
�40 provides a Compton endpoint energy Emax

C
�ETn=1.66 MeV

whereas Nu=2�x;y/�u=400 is an optimum match to the 1.5 m beta function

at the undulator. Using Nu=200 with an average current of 1 Amp gives an

integrated ux of 1.5�1017 photons per second produced in the bandwidth of

the undulator's fundamental that can produce a Compton endpoint energy

from 1.66-1.70 MeV (see next section). For 75 bunches and 107 turns this

is only 2�108 photons/pass/bunch. With no gain and good mirrors this gives

intracavity pulses N1
�1011 at 10 kHz i.e. with ring down times �Q=0.1 ms.
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8 The Secondary Photon Energy E2 and Intensity

Compton Scattering as an e conversion and frequency upshifting technique

can occur in many ways, e.g., in wigglers, undulators and FELs, the initial

photons are the low frequency, virtual components of static �elds. Ordinary,

single-photon CS (order r2e ), in terms of relativistic invariants, is

d�

dy
=

2�r2e
x

�
(1� y) + 1

(1� y) �
4y

x(1� y) +
4y2

x2(1� y2) + 2�e;e0�;0FP

�

where 4�r2e � 1 barn, with the helicities �e;e0 = �
1
2
; �;0 = �1 and

FP =
y

(1� y) (2� y)
�
1� 2y

x(1� y)

�
:

The relativistic invariants are

x =
s

p � p � 1 =
2p1 � k1
p1 � p1

= 2
E1E1
m2

(1 + � cos �1) � 0:0153 E1[GeV] E1[eV]

where �1 = 0 de�nes head-on scattering (in the lab) and

y = 1� u

p � p =
2p1 � k2
p1 � p1

=
2E1E2
m2

(1� � cos �2) =
E2
E1

+ O(�22)

Integration gives the total cross section �C = �NP+2�e;e0�;0�P where

�NP =
2�r2e
x

��
1� 4

x
� 8

x2

�
ln(1 + x) +

1

2
+

8

x
� 1

2(1 + x)2

�
! 2�r2e

x
(lnx+

1

2
)

�P =
2�r2e
x

��
1 +

2

x

�
ln(1 + x) � 5

2
+

1

1 + x
� 1

2(1 + x)2

�
! 2�r2e

x
(lnx� 5

2
)

The arrows give the ultrarelativistic case, x � 1. For an electron at rest in

the lab (x = 2!=m), �NP and �P both fall rapidly compared to the Thomson

limit for x > 1. For x � 1, �NP = 8�r2e (1 � x)=3, the Thomson result. The

total cross section typically depends less on the polarization than does the

outgoing photon energy distribution. For example, �P = 0 for x = 2:5, but
for y = 0:7 near ymax = x=(1 + x), the spectrum can di�er by a factor of six.

Some characteristic distributions for E1=1.17, 2.8 and 11.1 eV at 100 MeV

were given3 previously and in more detail8 elsewhere.

For small �1 and E1, the secondary Compton photon energy is:

E2(�2) =
421

(1 + 21�
2
2 + 41E1=mc2)

E1
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We can make the correspondence K2
C
=8E1=mc2�1 for most E1=Ee and E1:

1

2
K2
C
= 0:0153Ee[GeV ]E1[eV ] :

For the example at 100 MeV, KC=0.186. E1 can be increased in several

ways. For higher energies e.g. Ee=200 MeV we could use a laser. While

this is more expensive, the `diÆculty' costs probably favor it. Because the

accelerator is expensive we would like to use lower energies to simultaneously

allow the 0.11 �m microlithography option. The RMS addition to the electron

beam's angular divergences given in Section 5 (�x0=�y0=0.20 mr) from the

Compton process is negligible3 because  max
e2

<0.003Æ�50 �rad.
For gaussian incident bunches, the luminosity for (e1~1 ! e2~2) reactions

in terms of the particles in a single electron bunch NB and the undisrupted,

rms spot sizes ��
x;y

at the insertion is

L = nc
ntnBNBN1HD

4���x�
�

y

� ! nc
ntnBNBN1

4�b�2 � = nc
Ie(A)

e

� N1

4�b�2 �
where nB is the number of bunches in the ring and nt is the number of turns/s.
N1 is the number of (incoherent) undulator photons/bunch from Sect. 7 and

nc is the number of collisions in the cavity a bunch makes in a single pass. The
dimensionless parameter HD de�nes the e�ective spot sizes in interaction and

the arrow implies round spots with:

��
x;y

� [�2
x;y

+�1�uNu/(4�)
2]

1
2 � �x;y � b� .

N1 is the e�ective number of photons per bunch in collision with single pass

gain G and mirror eÆciency R. For no gain or external sources �=1/(1-R2).

Assuming mirrors with good reection eÆciency4 R=0.999 and no gain

gives N1=10
11. Taking nc=6 in the multimode cavity (or photon storage

ring) gives L=3.6�1032=cm2s. The reaction rate for Compton photons is then:

R2 = L�T = 3:6 � 1032(2
3
� 10�24) = 2:4 � 108 s�1:

While this is comparably9 quite good, it includes the full Compton spectrum.

One major limit is the �1J=cm2=pulse threshold for mirror damage. For

E1=11.1 eV, �1=112 nm
�10 =

r
�1

Nu�u
� 0:2mr

for Nu
�400 which is the matching condition for �x;y=1.5 m. Using Nu=200

gives an approximate 1 cm2 spot. An RF frequency of f=750 MHZ (25 MW

klystrons are commercially available) allows 75 bunches with Nmax
1 �6�1017

and R2=1.3�1015=s or R2=1.3�1013Æ2(%) where Æ2=ÆE2/E2. From the

Madey gain-spread theorem, this appears impossible at this frequency without

including an external assist10 e.g. from the injector or conventional laser.
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9 Neutron Production

The �rst use of 9Be photodisintegration was by Szilard and Chalmers (1934)

using a radium  source. Under our assumptions, we had �2�0.04/1.7=2.4
% of the Compton photons capable of producing neutrons of which 0.3 % are

expected to make neutrons11 before Compton scattering or absorption12 so that

�n�7.2�10�5. This translates into a monochromatic neutron rate Rn=10
11 n=s

with mean energy E=24.8 keV and �E=6.8 keV. This is easily improved, e.g.

1. Adding deuterium to the conversion target and increasing E2�2.5 MeV

(ED
Tn
=2.22 MeV) increases the eÆciency to �2�34% and Rn=1.4�1012

n=s. Targets should use the energy-angle correlation in the E2 spectrum.

2. Increasing the number of bunches via the RF frequency or circumfer-

ence increases L. The former is preferred for: 1) cost, 2) single bunch

instabilities, 3) current and 4) better matching to the injector.

3. Increasing the electron energy allows more bunches having a higher NB,

N1 and N1 because it allows higher eÆciency mirrors, higher power

lasers and faster damping but it also increases costs.

4. Using an existing ring e.g. PEP-II13 that is well matched to the conditions

with Ie>1 A. Together with items (1 & 3) one expects Rn
>1014 n=s.

The most important, competing atomic process over the extended energy

range up to E2=1 MeV or more is Compton scattering which slowly moderates

the incident photons. Thus, while �n varies with E2 and conversion target,

it e�ectively increases which is a good reason to increase the photon energy.

Conservatively, we have held �n constant at 0.003 because this is also dependent
on target geometry.

The best way to increase E2 is to raise Ee to 121 MeV for E1=11.1 eV.

This increases energy spread but ignoring Fermi motion there is still an energy-

angle correlation that can be used in a neutron horn. Similarly, the BeD target

should take advantage of the position-energy correlation in the E2 Compton
spectrum. If moderation is required, D2O can be used to produce and moderate

because the (n,p) cross section is quite large12 (1.6 barns/sr) and rather at.

Assuming Rn=1.4�1012 n=s for an average power of 26 kW to maintain

the beam, we have 5.4�1010 n=s=kW. For comparison, the thick target yield

of photoneutrons produced by 100 MeV electrons on Be is �2.3�1011 n=s=kW
and 2.3�1012 n=s=kW for tungsten spread over more than 50 MeV. Similarly,

1 kW of 1 GeV protons on high Z targets gives �25 n=proton for a yield

of 1.5�1014 n=s=kW spread over a larger energy range. Thus, we appear to

provide a cleaner, brighter, low-energy spectrum but with lower intensity.
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Polarized neutrons are available by using circularly polarized photons.

From the known, low-lying spin states of 9Be, only dipole transitions are im-

portant. The 9Be(3/2�) ground state has a magnetic moment dominated by

the loosely bound neutron and the electric �eld of the incident photon induces

an electric dipole moment from displacement of Be8 from the center of mass.

The interaction Hamiltonian between the �eld and nucleons is:

HN = �
e

c

X
~ji � ~A(~ri; t) :

The total cross section is proportional to the sum of squares of the matrix

elements over the available state space:

�(; n) = 4�2
!

c

P
jM j

2 :

For low energies, well below that of the 9Be(5/2+) excited state, one expects the

electric dipole term to excite 9Be(1/2+) that decays by s-wave neutron emission

to 8Be(0+) with a reasonably at cross section11 up to 1.7 MeV. The width

�1=2+ is 217 keV i.e. from threshold to 1.8 MeV while the next excited state

at 2.43 MeV has �5=2�=80 keV. With quantization axis along k2 and E2<2
MeV or so, one easily �nds8 PRHC(~n)=-0.5, PLHC(~n)=0.5, but with reduced

ux, and PLin(~n)=0. Circularly polarized photons above 2.5 MeV increase

the polarized neutrons around 90Æ to the photon direction. This increases the

overall eÆciency by reducing atomic absorption and also increases �2.

10 Practical Applications

10B(n; �)Li7, 6Li(n; �)H3 and 3He(n; p)H3 are all exothermic reactions having

Q=2.78, 4.78, 0.76 MeV with large cross sections �=3.84, 0.94, 5.33 kb. All of
these materials have been used for neutron detection although only the �rst two

are easily available. The (; n) reactions such as 9Be(; n)Be8 are endothermic
where Q=-Sn=-1.66 MeV is the neutron separation energy. A (; �) reaction
such as 7Li(; �)H3 has Q=-2.46 so there are several ways to make tritium

that will be discussed. Similarly, there are several (n; ) reactions that are
exothermic that could be used to boost and pump E2.

Some reactions that can be reversed to make neutrons are: 7Li(�; n)B10,
2H(d; n)He3, 7Li(d; n)2He4 or 7Li(p; n)Be7.The (d; n) reactions have positive
Q values and 50 mb cross sections. Szilard and Chalmer's Ra-Be source made

0.8 MeV neutrons from the (; n) and >5 MeV from the 9Be(�; n) reaction.
They demonstrated a practical means of isotope production and separation

using ethyl iodide (I127) to produce medically useful I128(T1=2=0.4 hr).

Interest in BNCT or an equivalent is based on the �0.003% probability of

a lethal brain tumor (predominantly high-grade gliomas) per annum. It uses

the 10B(n; �)Li7 reaction with its large cross section to distribute the 2.8 MeV
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of energy between short ranged (<10 �m) Li and �. Photon activation therapy
(PAT) and related variants to NCT are associated reactions for electrons.

Tritium production from 7Li(; �)H3 is an interesting, nonmedical example

of `clean' radioactivity.Although monochromatic photons aren't needed, this

method could still be cleaner and more eÆcient than bremsstrahlung.15 We

estimate, using �T=0.4 mb, that:

RT = ���2R2 � �T � �LiLLiNA=ALi � 21 mg=year

where ���2�0.38 assuming a 10 MeV Compton endpoint, LLi=1/�pair and

NA=6�1023. Similarly, the LER and HER rings at PEP-II would give 3 g/year.

Another important application that meshs well with the others at 100

MeV is microlithography at 0.11 �m or lower. This was the only reason,

other than cost, for choosing 100 MeV even though the `diÆculty' costs are

unquestionably higher. The theoretical limit,7;10 based on the cavity ring down

time of 2Q(LC/c)�0.1 ms, is 1 J/bunch at a 10 kHz rate. Unfortunately, the

availability and lifetime of the mirrors makes this impractical at present.10

Such systems are not limited to one particular form of cancer therapy or

other clinical possibilities using either neutrons or photons by themselves or in

combination. The same can be said for the study of materials and fabrication

techniques. Assuming that every type and scale of matter has a clear and

unique signature, what we need are versatile sources. Known applications and

the potential for others is so broad that no more needs to be said except to

compare to the growth and costs of SR facilities.

11 Fundamental Processes

The dipole moments of the nucleon are not well understood even though the

magnetic dipole moments of both the neutron and proton are well known. For

any nondegenerate state of pure parity, the electric dipole moment (EDM)

should be zero. However, because the neutron decays weakly via beta decay it

is an interesting example to study. Further, because one expects to measure

�E through its interaction with an electric �eld via �E~�� ~E which is odd under

both P and T but even under C, this violates P, CP and T. It therefore provides

additional insight into the basic mechanism of T violation.

Because �E is presumably odd under C, the EDM of the antinucleon

changes sign as does the magnetic moment relative to the nucleon. To date, a

limit of �E<10
�25 e-cm exists16 for the neutron. Most measurements have used

�elds whose strengths have to be inferred from a model e.g. using the nuclear

electric �eld implies a screening correction. We know of no attempt to use

high power lasers for this measurement but a number of possibilities suggest

themselves whenever one has both high power lasers and polarized neutrons.
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Using a split, gaussian laser beam, one expects a paraxial, on-axis laser �eld

(either electric or magnetic):

Fz � �
r
�V PL

�

4�wÆ

w2
exp

�z2�2
w2

�
� exp i 

where �V is the vacuum wave impedance, PL is the laser power and  is made

of three phases.17 To obtain net acceleration or �eld integral, it follows that

there must be at least one boundary to terminate the �eld at jzj<ZR. If wÆ
is the waist size and ZR=�w

2
Æ
=� is the Rayleigh range, then the distribution

that we have to match to the particle beam is:

w2 = w2
Æ
[1 + (

z2

Z2
R

)] :

Electric �elds on the order of 1010 V/m should be possible. With variable

polarization, one can switch between the electric and magnetic coupling to

calibrate against the expected rate from the magnetic moment.

Ignoring strangenessc (or hypercharge), the relation between a particle's

charge Q, in units of e, its isospin and its baryon number is

Q = I3 +
B

2
! I3L + I3R +

B� L

2

where B=1, 0, -1 for nucleons, mesons and antinucleons and L=1, 0, -1 for

leptons, hadrons and antileptons. At present, both Q, B and L are absolutely

conserved i.e. there is no evidence that �Qi, �Bi and �Li change in any

interaction between known particles or groups of particles.

If charge is conserved, then the electron should be stable because there are

no known lower energy charged particles. While there are no known reasons

why lepton number should be conserved, there are no violations up to current

energies. Similarly, the proton is stable because of the phenomenologically

conserved baryon number. The neutron is stable in nuclei for similar reasons

i.e. there are no allowed, lower energy states available. So why does one

expect such e�ects? First, the Standard Model predicts both baryon and

lepton nonconserving reactions but conserves B-L which appears to be the more

general, global symmetry.2 Second, and as important as life itself, cosmology

implies a strong and locally obvious matter-antimatter asymmetry.

If lepton number is violated then neutrino oscillations are possible i.e.

�L=2 occurs and by implication one then expects the �B=2 neutron process.

cThe neutron has strangeness S=0 or hypercharge Y=S+B=1. See Ref. 2 on the subject of

the left-right symmetric, weak analog of the Gell-mann-Nishijima formula.
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This was essentially the motivating argument18;2 behind the n-�n oscillation

experiments. This is a compelling experiment from the viewpoint of its con-

ceptual simplicity and model independent interpretation.

Although there have been strong advocates of proton decay, in analogy

with beta decay, as a tool for exploring Grand Uni�cation and the observed

matter-antimatter asymmetry e.g. p!e+�Æ that conserves B-L, such decay

channels appear unobservable.19 Nevertheless, the limit on proton lifetime20

��1033 comes from this reaction. Other B-L conserved reactions are:

n ! e+��

n ! ���Æ

np! ��e+

pp! l+l+

None of these have been observed2 nor is there much prospect. For actual

measurement, B-L nonconserving processes with reasonable energy scale19 are:

n ! e��+

n ! e�e+�
n ! �n (or nn!n�n!X , annihilation)

nn! ppe�e�

Neutrinoless double beta decay is one of the more favorable. Although there are

several ways to approach doing such experiments in this context, one intriguing

possibility for n-n or n-�n is colliding beams. However, rather than build two

small systems one could consider using PEP-II i.e. the LER and HER rings to

get the highest luminosity { as well as for the 1-2 option (
p
s


�10 keV).

12 Conclusions

A novel system for the production of neutron and gamma beams was discussed.

Applications were considered for problems ranging in scale from the hardcore of

the nucleon, through the Compton wavelength of the electron, to circuit feature

sizes and the size of tumors in the brain to cosmological problems. Although

a research project even at 200 MeV, the major problems were addressed here.

There were several reasons for choosing such a low energy: 1) the gain goes

as ne(K�U )
2(NU=)

3, 2) the cost goes as  and 3) eÆciency e.g. lithography

at 0.11 nm was consistent with neutron production at 1.7 MeV for BNCT or

other uses. However, the `diÆculty' costs increase drastically with decreasing

energy due to emittance dilution from intrabeam scattering. Because this goes

inversely with the normalized phase volume21 and the normalized emittances

due to synchrotron radiation as 1/3, one expects the diÆculty of reducing the
energy to increase as 1/12 because conventional synchrotron damping goes as
1/3. One solution3;22 to this, that goes as 1/, was called `fast damping'.
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Tables of di�erent machine characteristics were given elsewhere3 including

potential well distortion, microwave, transverse and longitudinal coupled bunch

instabilities. Fast damping and the third order achromat (Fig. 2) were also

considered there. A practical third order achromat was developed for large

energy acceptance. Nevertheless, the limiting beam lifetimes resulted from

di�usion due to intrabeam scattering on the restricted energy aperture that

resulted from using conventional multipoles. The solution is a new combined

function dipole23. Beyond a greatly improved energy aperture, it should be

more compact, stable, less complex and improve the threshold for turbulent

bunch lengthening. Our assumption of the mirror damage limit is consistent

with counteracting bunch lengthening7 i.e. being dominated by energy spread.

This supposes no other problems such as strong-�eld, multiple scattering e�ects

analogous to multiple Coulomb intrabeam scattering and its e�ects.

Because of space limitations, a more complete report on every aspect will

be available8 including a calculation with an improved lattice whose optics are

based on the combined function magnet. A proper, self-consistent calculation

is diÆcult but the one discussed in Ref 24 was extended to storage rings with

undulators24 to explicate some observed nonlinear resonances.
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